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Reservations
Call us at (385)-202-7167 or book a table through Open Table:
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Private Parties
Making Events Memorable, Whatever Your Occasion
Each event is unique and we excel in bringing each vision to life
Book a party


About us
Tradition opened its doors on April 24th, 2017. It was created by Ashton Aragon and Max Shrives with the intent to share their love for food with Salt Lake City. Every dish that Tradition serves has some root in the experiences of Ashton and Max. Tradition is a place where you can taste dishes that remind you of the comfort of sitting down to your favorite family meal. 


                    Read more                                           about us
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Reviews
review by - Yelp

                  Kurt J:
                  


Great place! We ate out on the patio. Fabulous experience. Food was perfection. We had several small plates and a salad each with chicken. I also got a burger with jalape�o bacon...



review by - Yelp

                  Polina K:
                  


Great spot for unique cocktails and delicious appetizers. Located near Liberty Park for a nice stroll before or after dinner. Tradition has a large patio as well. One of the few places in the city to get funeral potatoes!



review by - Yelp

                  Maddie S:
                  


This place is amazing! The drinks were inventive and delicious, pigs in a blanket were so good (especially the vinegar dipping sauce that came with them), and the short ribs were perfect...



review by - Yelp

                  Shelley F:
                  


Love the food, love the ambiance, love the service! The location is perfect.  The patio dining is absolutely delightful. Highly recommend the meatloaf!



review by - Yelp

                  Sarah H:
                  


Great atmosphere and vibe at Tradition! The inside is really cute and rustic. Great for a large group or just a date night. The food was amazing.
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Location

501 East 900 South
Salt Lake City, UT
84105


Hours

Sun-Thursday 5:00pm-9:00pm
Fri-Saturday 5:00pm-10pm
Sat-Sunday Brunch Hours 10:00am-2:00pm


Find us on...

Facebook pageInstagram pageYelp page

Contact us

(385)-202-7167
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


